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METAL MUSEUM
AD CAMPAIGN

The client for this ad campaign 

was the Metal Museum located in 

Memphis, TN. The Metal Museum is 

known for holding various exhibitions 

that highlight the art of  metalwork. 

Along with their vast collection of  

metalwork, the Metal Museum has 

a special repair program that allows 

clients to bring in old metalwork that 

can be repaired. The goal of  this ad 

campaign was to bring more attention 

to this unique program. The client 

requested three print ads, a brochure, 

merchandise, and a mock example of  

an ad campaign on social media.

I was in charge of  the art direction 

and design for this campaign. 

I designed the print ads and 

merchandise. While the ad campaign 

was not officially used, it gave my 

client new material to use 

for future campaigns. 
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FOA AD CAMPAIGN

This was created as a mock ad 

campaign for the Foundation of  the 

Arts located in Jonesboro AR.  The 

Foundation of  the Arts has many 

programs geared towards getting 

people involved with theatre. The 

goal was to create three printed 

ads, a social media campaign, and 

merchandise that would draw more 

attention to these programs. As 

the designer, I illustrated each of  

the posters and designed all the 

merchandise. I also wrote all the 

headlines and social media posts.

This project was interesting and it 

allowed me to learn more about 

creating successful ad campaigns.
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CHILDREN’S BOOK

The idea was to create a children’s 

book based on a song of  my 

choosing. I picked the song “Dancing 

with Your Ghost” by No Resolve. 

It is a sad song about losing a loved 

one and I wanted to reflect that in my 

children’s book. I was also influenced 

by Tim Burton with his iconic gothic 

style. I was the illustrator and designer 

for this project. I illustrated all the 

artwork and compiled it into a book. 

https://issuu.com/kaileymc13/docs/danc-

ing_with_your_ghost_pages
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CARTER’S CORNER 
LOOKBOOK

The client for this project was 

Carter’s Corner, a small company 

located in Jonesboro, AR. They sell 

western-themed apparel and boots. 

They wanted promotional images 

of  their boots and asked for them 

to be compiled into a lookbook. As 

both the photographer and designer, 

I staged a photoshoot of  the boots 

and took many images to use in the 

lookbook. My idea was to incorporate 

both real flowers and illustrations into 

the lookbook. I felt this helped bring 

more life to the piece overall. It also 

added a subtle touch of  color.

Overall, the client enjoyed the 

lookbook and I was able to give them 

promotional images to use for their 

website, magazine, or social media.

https://issuu.com/kaileymc13/docs/pdg_

lookbook_smaller
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JELLY BEAN
KINGDOM STICKERS

This project was a concept idea that I 

wanted to bring to life. It is a simple 

idea: make stickers that look like jelly 

beans. Only there is a twist here: 

make it medieval themed. I knew I 

wanted to create a series of  stickers 

with each sticker having its own 

personality. Each sticker was designed 

to be small and able to fit onto a 

sticker sheet. The sticker sheet was 

illustrated to look like a castle. My role 

in this project was that I was the main 

creator. I designed, illustrated, and 

crafted each sticker myself. 
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PAPER DOLLS

My idea was to create a series of  

paper dolls that were mafia characters. 

This project was designed for anyone 

to print the dolls, cut them out, and 

customize them. As the main designer 

and illustrator, I saw this project from 

start to finish. I created a character 

that was the main leader, along with 

two henchmen. After designing the 

main bodies of  the characters, I 

created three more sets of  outfits for 

the dolls. 
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ANIMATED DRAWINGS

This was a concept piece. The idea 

was to mix video and illustrations to 

make an “animated” drawing. After 

doing a few sketches, I decided to 

choose space as my theme. I felt 

this was the easiest way to blend the 

illustrations with videos of  space. 

I then drew three illustrations with 

blank space left in the areas that I 

wanted the videos to show. As the 

designer, I only illustrated the artwork. 

The videos were sourced from 

somewhere else. I only used videos 

that were copyright and royalty-free.

Overall, I got to experiment with 

basic animation and with new video 

editing techniques. I believe this 

project is a great foundation for future 

works.

Piece 1: https://youtu.be/5cKnECT_R-c

Piece 2: https://youtu.be/or245J2PTSE

Piece 3:https://youtu.be/KpSuX0LKXCI
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HOLIDAY HAT DESIGNS

This was a concept piece. The idea 

was to create a series of  illustrations 

based on popular holidays. As the 

designer for the project, I researched, 

sketched, and drew each character. 

I picked Christmas, Halloween, and 

Easter as my main three themes. I 

then illustrated three characters for 

each holiday. The characters were then 

placed on a hat mockup.

This project was a fun one to make. It 

allowed me to illustrate fun characters 

and play with my drawing programs 

more. I can see myself  making more 

hat designs in the future.
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SEAMLESS PATTERNS

The idea was to create a series of  

illustrations that were seamless 

patterns. I was inspired by mandala 

designs and wanted to incorporate 

that idea into my patterns. As the 

illustrator, I used the symmetry tool in 

my art program which allowed me to 

create perfect seamless patterns easily.

This project was a fun one to create. 

It allowed me to illustrate new designs 

that I can professionally print on any 

piece of  clothing I want.
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SKATEBOARD DESIGNS

The idea was to create several 

skateboard designs using a fun and 

colorful art style. As the designer, I 

illustrated each board and placed the 

designs on mockups. The first board 

was professionally printed and is 

currently being sold on my website.

I am very pleased with these boards. 

They represent a new art style that 

I am working on and I love the fun 

nature of  each piece. I am definitely 

going to make more soon!
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